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this timE roUnd, isaias mUst Go to thE icc
In the spring of 2016, the majority of Eritreans hoped justice could be served against their homegrown dictator when the UN Commission of Inquiry on Eritrea submitted its conclusions to the
UN Human Rights Council and the UN Security Council recommending accountability on all the
gruesome human rights abuses and crimes against humanity committed by Eritrean authorities
ever since the year 1991. But for reasons little known to the victimized nation, their expectations
did not come true.
Today, and on top of all what has been going on in Eritrea for 30 years, the criminal regime of
Dictator Isaias Afeworki, has crossed the border to northern Ethiopia not only to abduct and kill
Eritreans, who narrowly escaped from
cruelties in their country, but also to destroy Ethiopia’s Tigray to the level of Eritrea and commit more crimes against humanity. Needless to say, our lawless
Isaias has little respect to the UN system
and all international conventions and the niceties of rule of law.
But still not losing hope in the UN system, the allied Eritrean Political Forces (EPF) once again
ask serious steps be taken to send Africa’s No. 1 criminal, Isaias, to the International Criminal
Court (ICC). The 46th Session of the UN Human Rights Council currently convening in Geneva to
will hopefully mandate another Commission of Inquiry to investigate war crimes and crimes
against humanity dictator Isaias led and perpetrated in Eritrea for 30 years and now allegedly
continuing to commit similar crimes in northern Ethiopia. >
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To this end, the Eritrean Political Forces urged the current UN Human Rights Council to urgently mandate another UN Commission of Inquiry on Eritrea to follow up the old recommendations and also investigate the grisly human rights violations and crimes of the Eritrean dictator and his regime both in Eritrea and the Tigray region of Ethiopia.
Dated 22 February 2021 and copied to all relevant UN agencies, the EPF memorandum also
underscored the abduction and killing of Eritrean refugees in UNHCR camps in Ethiopia and
the implications of this crime both to Eritrean and Ethiopian governments.
Printed below is the full text of the Eritrean political opposition camp statement and appeal
signed by all the chairmen representing the allied EPF platform.
*******

YET ANOTHER ERITREAN APPEAL FOR
ACTION BY UN HUMAN RIGHTS COUNCIL

Dear Delegates to the 46th Session of the UN HR Council,
As you open today, 22 February, the 46th Regular Session of this august Council, which is also
scheduled to receive oral update on 24 February from the new UN Human Rights Rapporteur for Eritrea, we the undersigned chairpersons of allied Eritrean Political Forces (EPF) in exile wish to remind
you once more that the Eritrean regime’s victims of human rights abuses within and outside the
country deserve your kind attention and urgent concrete action.
As the Council is very well aware through a total of 16 regular reports and oral updates of its mandate
holders to Eritrea since 2012, the human
rights situation in Eritrea has continued worsening for the past three decades. You also
very well know the report of your own Commission of Inquiry of 2016 that there are reasonable grounds to believe that “crimes
against humanity” were being committed by
Eritrean authorities since 1991. One should
also recall that the first UN Special Rapporteur, Ms Sheila Keetharuth, at the end of her
six-year service told this Council that the fate
of tens of thousands of human rights victims
in Eritrea is nothing but “detention until
death.” The second appointee of the UN Human Rights Council, Prof. Daniela Kravetz, stated in her
last report before her resignation that “nothing is changing in Eritrea.” The third and current Human
Rights Envoy , Dr. Mohamed Abdelsalam Babiker from the Sudan, is likely to come with more horror
stories in his oral update on Eritrea this Wednesday although his silence so far on what is going on in
the country and its immediate neighborhood is of concern to many Eritreans and friends.
Honorable Delegates,
Considering what has been going on for so long in Eritrea with the full knowledge of the UN Human
Rights Council compels one to question the very essence of the body. However, since we see no better way other than keeping the hope that the system will somehow work, we once more appeal to this
46th Regular Session of the Council to consider taking appropriate actions against the rogue regime in
Eritrea, including the following:
1. Not only strongly condemn the brutal human rights abuser regime in Eritrea but also urgently initi
ate another UN Commission of Inquiry for further investigation and action on the regime’s continued
crimes against humanity in Eritrea and the region; >
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2. Make unconditional demand on the regime to release all Eritrean political prisoners and prisoners of conscience
held in its inaccessible 360+ dungeons for several decades;
3. Taking note of the abduction and disappearance of thousands of Eritrean refugees from Ethiopia, ask the UN
Security Council to take the most stringent action against the regime for its violation of refugee rights as well as
the alleged war crimes that its invasion army is committing against innocent civilians in the Tigray regional state
of Ethiopia;
4. Likewise, ask the Ethiopian Government to guarantee the protection of the remaining Eritrean refugee in Ethiopia
and allow unfettered humanitarian access to grant them food and basic health services;
5. Demand the immediate withdrawal of Eritrean troops from Ethiopian territory, and
6. Put pressure on the Ethiopian Government to resolve the conflict in Tigray in a peaceful manner.
Finally, our ensemble of Eritrean Political Forces (EPF) in exile wish your 46 th Session a resounding success in
effectively addressing the most urgent human rights issues in the agenda, taking the problems in Eritrea and the
rest of the Horn of Africa among the topmost priorities.
(Signed by chairpersons of allied organizations in EPF)

On 4 February 2021, estimated 500 Eritreans gathered in front of the UN offices in Geneva to condemn the human
rights violations of the Eritrean regime, its abduction of Eritrean refugees and its army’s alleged brutalities in Tigray.
Similar demonstrations were organized in north America, Europe and other parts of the globe. Eritreans also joined in
solidarity with Tigray demonstrators in many countries. Online protest events were also organized, like the zoom event
of 18 February which was joined by up to 5,000 Eritreans from different parts of the world.

Un sPEcial Envoy dr. BaBikEr sEEs
‘no ProsPEct’ oF chanGE in EritrEa’
In eight years since 2012, Eritrea had three UN Special Rapporteurs to investigate the human rights
situation there, but none of them has been allowed to visit the country, including of course the current
mandate holder, Dr. Mohamed Abdelsalam Babiker. On 24 February, he presented his first oral report
to the Council telling it once more that nothing has changed in Eritrea different from what his predecessors were reporting. Long-time detainees continue to languish in Eritrean prisons
“with no prospect of release”, he said. As expected, the major issue in his update was the “precarious and worrisome” situation of the 96,000 Eritrean refugees
in Tigray of whom the whereabouts of 25,000 refugees formerly camped in the
now destroyed camp sites of Shemelba and Hitsats are not still known. Up to
20,000 of them are reportedly abducted and taken back to Eritrea. The alleged
extra-judiciary killings and related grave human rights violations by the Eritrean
authorities, he said, “need to be investigated promptly and thoroughly by independent mechanisms,” but did not call for the formation of a UN Commission
of Inquiry that the Eritreans political organizations are asking for.Dr. Babiker mentioned the symbolic release of a few religious prisoners (Jehova’s Witnesses and Pentecostalists) some
of whom remained in dungeons for up to 26 years without charges or a day at court.
He asked to visit Eritrea but did not receive any response. Since his appointment to the mandate last
autumn, he said there was: “no concrete evidence of progress or actual improvement in the human
rights situation in the country. Eritrea has not yet put in place an institutional and legal framework to uphold minimum human rights standards… The country lacks rule of law, a constitution and an independent judiciary to enforce the protection of and respect for human rights. Eritrea continues to have no national assembly to adopt laws, including those regulating fundamental rights and the right of the Eritrean people to participate freely in the public life of their country.”
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what arE condEmnations to a
BrUtE likE isaias oF EritrEa?
The entire world, save a few illiberal and rogue states, has been condemning the brutalities and
lawless acts of the brute regime of Isaias Afeworki at least for over two decades now. Good examples of these continued condemnations of the regime in relation to its latest appalling acts in
northern Ethiopia will be sited below. But what difference can condemnations make if not
backed by real and concrete actions to punish an evil regime that keeps on denying facts and
defying all long established international rules norms. It is beyond the capacities of the Eritrean
people to provide answers. But let us go back to the current condemnations.
The UN System
Concerned top UN officials, including
the Secretary General and high commissioners for human rights and refugee affairs, issued a chain of statements condemning the human rights
violations of refugees and civilians in
the war. Eritrea was always singled
out as a bad actor in the situation and
was asked to abide by international
rules and UN conventions. Several UN Human Rights Council delegates attending the 46th Session in Geneva (22 February to 24 March) condemned in strongest
terms possible the gross human rights violations of the Eritrean regime and its abduction of up
to 20,000 refugees from camps in Tigray. Eritrean opposition organizations who asked the
Council to establish a new UN Commission of Inquiry on Eritrea are waiting with fingered
crossed for such a decision to take place soon.
The European Union
The EU organs have also been very active as far as declarations
and condemnations go. The EU envoy to northern Ethiopia, Mr.
Pekka Haavisto, was delivered a message by the Eritrean
Political Organizations on 16 February, asking him and the EU that
he represented to be pratical and take action following their
”statements.” The Eritrean appeal included for EU action to initiate
an independent body “to investigate the alleged indiscriminate killings including that of Eritrean
refugees, the looting of property including church heritages and old manuscripts, systematic
rape of women and wanton burning of crops.” So far, no such step has been taken by EU.
USA - the Major Global Actor
The US State Department has issued several statements in relation to
the war in northern Ethiopia and was among the first to express “grave
concern” of the situation and to confirm the unwarranted Eritrean involvement in the war. It has been asking Eritrea’s “immediate withdrawal” from Tigray. Moreover, Secretary of State Anthony Blinken’s
27 February statement promised that the US is committed to see to it
that all those responsible for the alleged massacres and inhumane
acts in the Tigray regional state of Ethiopia “must be held accountable.” Let us hope that pledge will see the light of the day. >
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Humanitarian Organizations
Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch and many other humanitarian organizations,
including the Ethiopian Red Cross, issued statements with horrifying details that “shocked and
saddened” many people and governments like
that of UK.
On 26 February 2021, Amnesty International released details of an alleged massacre of civilians
in Axum, Tigray, and suggested they may
amount to crimes against humanity.
Extrajudicial executions, indiscriminate shelling and
widespread lootings were reported by several witnesses. Satellite images corroborated the reported
mass killings by several sites of mass graves. Although unable to tell the toll of deaths, Amnesty International said it collected the names of more than 240
of the victims.
The evidence is compelling, AI reported. “Ethiopian
and Eritrean troops carried out multiple war crimes in
their offensive to take control of Axum. Above and beyond that, Eritrean troops went on a rampage and systematically killed hundreds of civilians in cold blood,
which appears to constitute crimes against humanity,”
said Deprose Muchena, Amnesty International’s Director for East and Southern Africa.
“This atrocity ranks among the worst documented so
far in this conflict. Besides the soaring death toll,
Axum’s residents were plunged into days of collective
trauma amid violence, mourning and mass burials.”
Human Rights Watch reported the death toll in Tigray is
growing by the day. This was admitted by the head of the
Ethiopian Red Cross Society who said up to 80 percent
of the country’s conflict-hit Tigray region was cut off from
humanitarian assistance and warned that tens of thousands could starve to death.
The Ethiopian government and mass media are continuing to deny all the horror stories
coming out of Tigray, as they did deny all the massacres that were taking place in Eritrea
for 30 years between 1961 and1991.
But Eritreans Continue to Ask: Will these major actors in the international community do
more than the usual declarations and commonplace condemnations that mean nothing to
repressive leaders like the one in Eritrea? Hope the world actors will act differently this
time round.
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vEtEran EPlF lEadEr rEitEratEs: isaias is
BiG thrEat to EritrEa’s sovErEiGn ExistEncE
In his latest recorded message released on 22 February, a veteran ex-EPLF leader and
former Eritrean defense minister Mesfin Hagos told the Eritrean people and army that Isaias Afeworki is “today the number one enemy of
our people and the primary source of danger to our sovereignty” and
added that his sources in Eritrea are informing that and warning that
Isaias “has made a deal” to suppress the country’s sovereignty and
link it with Ethiopia through yet another federal arrangement.
Mesfin Hagos, an opposition leader in exile since 2001, urged the Eritrean defense forces to disobey the warmonger dictator and save their people and country.
“By involving you in the Ethiopian civil war, which is not our business, [dictator Isaias] is
exposing our people and our country to unwanted danger,” he added and asked the Eritrean army and people to waste no time to save their hard-won sovereign existence.

But Ambassador Adhnanom Was
No more around to Make Remarks
Ambassador Adhanom Ghebremariam, another prominent veteran ex-EPLF leader and an outspoken Eritrean
opposition figure since 2001, is no more around to continue his bold statements in exposing the evil deeds of
the one-man dictatorship in Eritrea. Ambassador Adhanom passed away on 19 February in the USA where
he was buried. He will be greatly missed by the entire Eritrean political opposition camp in exile. National Patriot
Adhanom: May your soul rest in peace.

EthioPia’s worsEninG crisEs
thrEatEn rEGional sEcUrity
The situation in Ethiopia has been invoking a chain of commentaries about developments in the entire region and its security implications. Excerpts below are from an article by Jeffrey Feltman posted in the Eritrea Hub of 13 January. (Good reading.)
***
The Gulf Arabs recognize a strategic reality [in their neighborhood]: that the Horn of Africa is an integral part of the Middle East’s security landscape, and increasingly so. No
country demonstrates this more clearly than Ethiopia. That country’s escalating internal
crises pose an increasingly grave threat not only to the country’s citizens but to international peace and security and to the interests of the US and its partners in the Middle
East, principally Egypt, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates (UAE).
…Ethiopia’s internal and external borders are being changed violently, and the centrifugal forces of nationalism that now dominate Ethiopian politics are indicative of the weakness of the central state. These intrastate fissures are undermining the country’s territorial integrity and morphing into interstate conflicts involving, to date, Eritrea and Sudan. >
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…However, the involvement of Eritrean combat forces as well as the federal government’s use of airstrikes, mechanized ground units and ethnic militias undermines the credibility of [characterizing it as
law enforcement operation]. Similarly, assertions that the operation has succeeded in stabilizing Tigray is belied by the persistent violence in the region; a worsening humanitarian emergency; the government’s unwillingness to allow access for a humanitarian response; and reports of human rights
abuses, including of Eritrean refugees in Tigray being killed or forcibly returned to Eritrea...The war in
Tigray is symptomatic of a national political crisis in Ethiopia.. While each of the conflicts involve historic and complex claims over territory, resources, identity and political representation, the pursuit of
those claims by force of arms has set the country on a trajectory toward fragmentation...
First, Saudi Arabia and the UAE have both made considerable political and economic investments in
the leadership in Addis Ababa, Cairo and Khartoum, investments that will be
undermined by bourgeoning conflict among the three. Egyptian-Ethiopian relations have long been strained by the dispute over the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam (GERD), and Ethiopian-Sudanese relations have become increasingly toxic due not only to the GERD but to the border conflict. The recent
spike in violence in Benishangul-Gumuz, where the dam is located, could also
pose a threat to the control and function of the dam itself. The Nile is an emotive and sensitive issue in Egypt, Ethiopia and Sudan...
Second, Ethiopia’s fragmentation could portend displacement on a scale not
seen in modern times. In 2018-19, approximately 300,000 people — the vast majority of whom were
Ethiopian and Eritrean — fled the Horn of Africa for Yemen, in spite of that country’s civil war. As the
USIP senior study group report warned, the breakdown of Ethiopia — a country of over 110 million
people — would “result in a refugee crisis that could easily dwarf that figure.”
Third, calls for the secession of one or more of Ethiopia’s states are gaining steam, which would put
additional strain on the already fraying state system in the Middle East, wracked as it is by the ongoing wars in Libya, Syria and Yemen. Somewhat unique among world regions, the Horn of Africa has
several recent experiences with secession — Eritrea from Ethiopia in 1993, South Sudan from Sudan
in 2011 and the self-declared independence of Somaliland from Somalia in 2001. The prospects and
ramifications of further changes to the regional order should not be underestimated.
Fourth, the risk of radicalization is real should extremist groups exploit the political and security crises
inside Ethiopia, particularly if Abiy and his supporters continue to reject dialogue as a means of channeling political grievance. For example, al-Shabab, the Islamic State or al-Qaeda could play for advantage inside Ethiopia’s Somali region or among disaffected and disenfranchised Muslim communities in Oromia and elsewhere.
Brute force is no more likely to be successful in Ethiopia than it has been in Syria in preserving the
integrity of the state or in mitigating threats to its neighbors or to the states of the Middle East. Nor can
elections that Abiy has announced for June be credible, free or fair in the current political and security
climate and therefore able to reconcile the competing visions for the country’s future. The political
transitions that have unfolded in Ethiopia and Sudan in the last two years in fact illustrate that the restive and youthful body politics of the Horn of Africa are too diverse, pluralistic and eager for political
change for authoritarian repression to result in stability.
Ethiopia’s recent history provides a sobering precedent. In 2015-16, large-scale protests against
Ethiopia’s federal government, which was then dominated by Tigray’s ruling party, was met by a military crackdown that both failed to quell the unrest and led to expanding violence. The widening political and security catastrophe only abated with the resignation of former Prime Minister Hailemariam
Desalegn, the promise of a new political dispensation heralded by Abiy’s accession to the premiership and his articulation of a reform agenda that included a loosening of restrictions on civic space
and the prospect of a more inclusive political discourse. >
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Similarly, when a junta deposed Omar al-Bashir following months of nationwide protests in Sudan,
there were those within the security services and among their supporters abroad who argued that
stability could be achieved through military rule. This proved elusive, however, amid the massacre
of protesters at a sit-in in Khartoum and continued mass demonstrations demanding civilian rule.
Following talks between the junta and the umbrella group representing the protesters, an agreement
was reached to form a transitional government based on a cohabitation arrangement between a civilian-led Cabinet and a council chaired by the military until elections in 2022 — an agreement due,
in part, to diplomatic coordination between the United States and the Gulf. While fragile, this negotiated arrangement has so far averted fears of a slide into civil war akin to that of Libya, and Sudan is
now a more responsible member of the international community than it has been at any time in the
last three decades.
The Gulf states’ policies toward the Horn of Africa are undoubtedly rooted in their own strategic and
political calculations. They understand that the two sides of the Red Sea comprise an integrated region that transcends the geographic distinctions between Africa and the Middle East. The close bilateral relationships that Saudi Arabia and the UAE have cultivated with Egypt, Sudan and Ethiopia,
alongside Abu Dhabi’s historic ties with Asmara, can be strong assets in stabilizing the Horn of Africa in the long term. The long-awaited reconciliation among the Gulf Cooperation Council countries
could also alleviate competitive pressures in Somalia, where Qatar has supported the federal government and the UAE has backed the federal member states.
US-Gulf coordination is needed most urgently, however, in the case of Ethiopia. The Gulf states’ explicit or implicit support for Abiy’s shortsighted approach or for Eritrean military intervention not only
risks implicating the Gulf in the humanitarian emergency in Tigray but damaging their own strategic
interests as the Ethiopian state deteriorates. While Abiy and the federal government continue to
prejudice military action over dialogue — not just with Tigrayan leaders but across the political spectrum — there is an urgent need for a process that provides an opportunity to build a new national
consensus in Ethiopia, including an understanding of the electoral calendar. The United States and
its Gulf partners must cooperate in promoting and supporting such an effort.

EPdP orGans in action
In spite of the difficulties and anxieties caused by the viral
pandemic and turmoil in Eritrea and its neighborhood, EPDP
organs continued to conduct substantial work in various
spheres of the ongoing struggle for democratic change in Eritrea. Here are some of the major events of the period under
review.

EPDP CC Clarifies Constitutional Provision:
At the end of lengthy meetings on 23 January and 14 February 2021, the EPDP Central Council, led
by Party Chairman Tesfai Woldemichael (Degiga) agreed to clarify a constitutional provision related to the appropriate means of struggle the party pursues
to dislodge the repressive regime in Eritrea and replace it by a constitutional
and multi-party democratic system of governance. Fully aware of the unsubstantiated claims for existence of differences in the means of struggle in the
Eritrean opposition camp, save mere semantics, the EPDP CC came out with
clarion clear phrases to describe what it meant by flexible acts based on selfdefense in the uphill joint work to remove the absolute dictator without further
delay. The new phrasing, which took into serious consideration the urgency of
joint work with all concerned in the struggle as well as the prevailing situation
in the region, clarifies that the means of struggle pursued by the EPDP, as is
enshrined in its constitution, allows “using all means and actions on the basis of all-round tactical flexibilities acceptable to the people and that are subject to periodical review and implemented as the >>
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situation allows, and be linked to objective and subjective realities on the ground. Concluding the
meeting with moving statement, the EPDP Chairman commended the Central Council for their overwhelming support of the timely clarification and expressed his firm belief that the Party will continue
growing as ever and have its lasting print in a future democratic Eritrea.

EPDP North America Holds Zonal Congress
On 16 January 2021, the EPDP branches in North America Zone (USA and Canada) held a fully attended congress online to review past achievements and hiccups as well as to chart work programs
for the period ahead. Convened under the slogan ‘We Shall Overcome
Critical Obstacles through Internal Unity’ and opened by welcoming remarks of the EPDP NA chairman, Desbele Kahsai, the congress was addressed by the Party chairman whose comprehensive speech touched
upon many issues and challenges affecting Eritrea, the opposition camp
as well as the EPDP. At the end of lengthy deliberations over reports of
the outgoing zonal leadership, the congress elected a 7-person zonal
leadership. It also adopted eight resolutions mapping out the challenges
in the struggle that have to be overcome and their vision of building a
much stronger party that can contribute lasting legacies in post-dictatorship democratic state and society in Eritrea.

EPDP Teams in Task Forces for Joint Work
It is to be recalled that the existing Eritrean political forces (EPF) finalized last spring to work jointly by
establishing a few task forces, including one for diplomacy. As such, all the active EPDP subcommittees for diplomatic work in UK, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Germany, Denmark, Sweden
and Norway are working as part of the EPF-Diplomatic Task Force for Europe which is being coordinated jointly by EPDP’s Woldeyesus Ammar and UDC’s (Unity for Democratic Change) Tsigheyohannes Kidane. The latest EPF-DTF Europe teams together with five regional coordinators and representatives of merged sub-committees convened their 3rd zoom-meeting on 31 January to boost joint official and public diplomacy networks.

EPDP Joins PA in Issuing Statement on Covid-19
The EPDP and other Progressive Alliance members issued and distributed during
February a statement entitled “Global solidarity is the key to overcoming COVID19” that urged rich countries and other global actors to share covid-19 vaccines
equitably. The PA members insisted that vaccines are a public good and that everyone must have access to vaccines in order to stop the global pandemic!
“Nobody should be left behind!” the PA statement insisted. Progressive Alliance is
a global network of social-democratic, socialist and progressive parties founded in
2013 in Leipzig, Germany. EPDP was part of the founding congress.

EPDP Branches in Germany and Sweden Hold Meetings
On 20 February, the EPDP branch in southern Germany held its regular online meeting while EPDP
branch-1 in Sweden also held a regular meeting for
the New Year earlier on 2 January. Issues deliberated at both branch meetings included the ever disquieting situation in Eritrea, the war in northern
Ethiopia, developments within the opposition camp
and latest activities and promising achievements
within EPDP and its organs. The south Germany
branch also had the opportunity to discuss and commend the timely clarification made by the Central
Council on a constitutional provision related to the means of struggle to bring about change in Eritrea.
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